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Why Competitive Minor Hockey Players Should Be Taught 
To Play With Pressure 

Introduction

The competitive minor hockey system should encourage every Coach to teach players 
how to play the pressure game.  The game of hockey is a game of speed and puck 
control; time and space is reduced with every year the player gets older and advances 
from Pee Wee to Midget.  So, to ensure a player can handle the pace of play and 
becomes a good skater, puck handler and decision maker with the puck he/she must be 
taught to play a pressure game where things are done in tight spaces and at full speed 
as much as possible.  We believe minor hockey players should be taught to think less 
and play faster.  

The NHL statistics have shown teams that shoot or move the puck towards the net the 
most, win the most games.   

The Pressure Game

A high tempo game is one where shifts are short because player and puck movement is 
clearly evident in the pace of play and amount of skating during each shift.  It isn't 
enough to tell players to play short shifts; playing short shifts should be a requirement 
because of fatigue.   When players support the puck properly offensively and 
defensively during a 45 second shift the unit should be fatigued and ready for a line 
change.

Every puck carrier on the ice surface should have a minimum of two passing options.  
That's right, two players in position to receive a pass from the puck carrier at any time 
anywhere on the ice rink.  Ask yourself, how often do I watch a competitive minor 
hockey game and see the puck carrier with two passing options low, high or in the 
middle of the ice?  The answer,  if we are being honest is almost never and the puck 
carrier often doesn't have even one good option available.

As part of the player development mandate in competitive minor hockey, coaches 
should be encouraged to teach and coach how to play a high tempo, puck support, 
pressure team game.  Teach your players to think less and play faster!

"Think Less Play Faster"
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Tactics
 
Every line on your team should be taught to cycle the puck and pressure the puck in the 
offensive zone (OZ) below the hashmarks.  Forwards need to understand the cycle 
game and be properly taught how to call for a cycle and how to execute the cycle low 
and high below the hashmarks and goal line with third man high responsibility.  A good 
forward line that is coached to play the cycle with speed and how to take the puck to the 
net will make the defensemen on the opposing team better.  That is a good thing.  It 
also helps the forwards with change of direction, creating foot speed in tight spaces and 
to learn how to make good passes in tight spaces and control the puck in tight spaces.  
Outnumbering on the puck in the OZ is a common tactic of strong teams who play a 
pressure game.  It is a good tactical play and one where you are creating pressure.  
Upon recovery of the puck there should be two passing options for the puck carrier.

D - Players should be encouraged to come down off the point and drive a seam or 
shooting lane to receive a pass from a forward who has created space from good down 
low play (trying to take the puck to the net).  

In the defensive zone (DZ), teach an aggressive box plus one with lots of pressure on 
the puck.  Out numbering in the DZ creates pressure and your best opportunity to 
recover the puck and exit the DZ.  Teach a DZ breakout off an aggressive strong side 
box plus one where players are positioned to exit the zone by playing the defensive 
system.

DZ exits are best executed with width and depth being key principles of the breakout.  
Again, speed, timing of execution with good puck support is encouraged.  

Offensive zone entries should be pressure plays; three on two is a pressure play and 
should be taught and coached to be executed with pressure.  

Defending the NZ and executing good NZ breakouts with SPEED will require players to 
get into their coverage (defending) or into puck support for the breakout with speed and 
quickness.  

Your Power Play should feature puck and player movement with a strong cycle.  Your 
Penalty Kill should feature pressure triggers and with speed and outnumbering.

"Think Less Play Faster"
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Pressure Triggers

The following are some of the triggers to apply pressure:

• Shoot ins, Dumps or Chip ins,
• Bad passes,
• Shots wide,
• Rebounds,
• Bouncing or rolling pucks,
• Offensive player with back to play or trouble controlling puck, head down,
• Player all alone with no offensive puck support,
• Pucks rimmed on the wall.

How to Pressure

If a player is going to win a one on one battle when applying pressure consistently he  
should be taught and coached on how to apply pressure properly.  The following are key 
elements that should be taught to an individual player on how to apply pressure 
properly:

• Good body position (chest over thighs, knees flexed, butt out with feet outside of your 
shoulders. Weight on inside edges of both feet.

• Proper use of his stick and in control of the stick,
• Stay low - low centre of gravity for leverage.  Standing tall you have zero leverage and 

are in position to possibly be injured.
• Pressure up quickly but in control.
• Execute good angles.
• Force to the boards, backhand.
• Body in shooting lane, stick in passing lane.
• Play Body, Stick, Puck.
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